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1. Executive Summary
OpenTrack software has been used for modelling the railway line from Zagreb to Rijeka
belonging to the Croatian Railway Infrastructure company HŽ. The topology contains speed limits
of each track section, every signal, gradient and tunnel section. The export of this data in the so
called IVT format enabled its conversion into an import file for the algorithm based on Kronecker
Algebra. Furthermore, the timetable data for all passenger and cargo trains has been imported
from HŽ and exported in the timetable format to convert it into an import file for the algorithm.
The application of Kronecker Algebra provides an optimization algorithm to support
Infrastructure Managers in achieving the maximum amount of time slots for railway
undertakings and punctual operations during the preparation phase of an annual timetable.
Finally, it can be concluded that all objectives outlined in the tasks 2.1 and 2.2 were fulfilled.
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2. Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronyms
ETCS
HŽ
IVT

GA 730817

Description
European Train Control System
Hrvatske Željeznice
Institut für Verkehrsplanung und Transportsysteme
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3. Background
The present document constitutes the Deliverable D2.1 “Report on integration of algorithm into
micro-planning simulation” in the framework of the WP 2, task 2.1 and 2.2 of CCA-03-2015.
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4. Objective/Aim
This document has been prepared to provide support to Infrastructure Managers in order to
achieve maximum amount of time slots for railway undertakings and punctual operation.
Furthermore, to simulate the behaviour of the reality to prove that the optimization algorithm
provides suitable solutions within a short period of time.

GA 730817
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5. Introduction
Application of microscopic simulation of railway operations based upon a physical and
mathematical model of the railway system is the state of the art in railway traffic operations.
Normally, such tools output indicators for the operational performance, like for example, delays
or energy consumption. Up to now, optimization was typically predefined by the user of the tool,
introduced into the simulation and ‘tested’ for its applicability during the simulation. This led to
missed opportunities in finding an optimal solution, which then led to simulation programs not
being able to solve dispatching questions or handle headway conflicts. Simulation tools have,
however, one shortcoming; namely, the inability to optimize train run automatically. To close
this gap within railway operations with increased traffic, algorithms considering all train runs at
the same time have been developed and applied.
Using Kronecker algebra, microscopic simulation tool will both improve traffic flow and assess
the impact of maintenance and renewal proposals, as part of support for decision making
process of the infrastructure manager. The algorithm for the calculation of the optimal driving
strategy and optimization of the overall railway system is based on the PhD-thesis “Energyefficient Optimization of Railway Operation. An Algorithm Based on Kronecker Algebra” by Mark
Volcic published in 2014.
The input data used for the traffic flow optimization tool is defined by two components: first, the
current characteristics of the rail system will be supplied; these include the set of infrastructure,
rolling stock and timetable characteristics, representing the base for future calculations.
Secondly, infrastructure Manager’s identification and assessment of restricted availability of
infrastructure assets. These two components will be merged using simulation tool OpenTrack for
the visualization of all existing data, and further processed into the concrete syntax for the input
files required by the optimization tool.

Figure 1: Operational performance with and without real-time rescheduling
GA 730817
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The main motivation behind dynamic rescheduling is avoidance of unnecessary and time
consuming train stops. Namely, enabling adaption of driving behaviour to constantly changing
environment will bring avoidance of bottlenecks and hence, lower delays and consequently,
increase capacity (Luethi, 2009). Dataflow in simulation of railway operation with today’s
production and operation with integrated real-time rescheduling is presented in Figure 1.
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6. Micro-planning simulation in software OpenTrack
OpenTrack was developed at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology’s Institute for
Transportation Planning and Systems (ETH IVT). The project’s goal was development of a userfriendly railroad simulation program that is able to run on different computer platforms and
answer many different questions about railway operations. Figure 2 illustrates the three main
elements of OpenTrack: data input, simulation, and output.

Figure 2: Data flow in a simulation project of software OpenTrack
OpenTrack is a microscopic synchronous railway simulation model. As such it simulates the
behaviour of all railway elements (infrastructure network, rolling stock, and timetable), as well as
all the processes between them. It can be easily used for many different types of projects
including testing the stability of a new timetable, evaluating the benefits of different long-term
infrastructure improvement programs, and analysing the impacts of different rolling stock.

6.1.

Input data

OpenTrack administers input data in three modules: rolling stock (trains), infrastructure, and
timetable. Users enter input information into these modules and OpenTrack stores it in a
database structure. Once data has been entered into the program, it can be used in many
different simulation projects. For example, once a certain locomotive type has been entered into
the database, that locomotive can be used in any simulation performed with OpenTrack.
Similarly, different segments of the infrastructure network can be entered separately into the
database and then used individually to model operations on the particular segment or together
GA 730817
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to model larger networks.
Train data (locomotive and wagons) is entered into the OpenTrack database with easy to use
forms displayed using pull down menus. Infrastructure data (e.g. track layout, signal
type/location) is entered with a user-friendly graphical interface; quantitative infrastructure data
(e.g. elevation) is added using input forms linked to the graphical elements. Following
completion of the RailML data structure for rolling stock and infrastructure, OpenTrack will be
modified to enable train and infrastructure data to be directly imported from RailML data files.
Timetable data is entered into the OpenTrack database using forms. These forms include
shortcuts that enable data input to be completed efficiently. For example, users can designate
hourly trains that follow the same station stopping pattern an hour later. Since OpenTrack uses
the RailML structure for timetable data, timetable data can also be entered directly from various
different program output files as well as database files.
One advantage of OpenTrack is that it enables users to adjust many variables that impact
railroad operations. For example, users can simulate the impact of weather on traction by
specifying the adhesion scenario (good, normal, bad). OpenTrack then estimates locomotive
traction power using a percentage (also user-defined) of that calculated using the Curtius and
Kniffler formula. [6] While OpenTrack provides standard default values for all variables, having
the ability to adjust variables makes the program quite useful.

6.2.

Simulation

In order to run a simulation using OpenTrack the user specifies the trains, infrastructure and
timetable to be modelled along with a series of simulation parameters (e.g. animation formats)
on a preferences window. During the simulation, OpenTrack attempts to meet the user-defined
timetable on the specified infrastructure network based on the train characteristics. OpenTrack
uses a mixed continuous/discrete simulation process that allows a time driven running of all the
continuous and discrete processes (of both the vehicles and the safety systems) under the
conditions of the integrated dispatching rules.
The continuous simulation is dynamic calculation of train movements based on Newton’s motion
formulas. For each time step, the maximum force between the locomotive’s wheels and the
tracks is calculated and then used to calculate acceleration. Next, the acceleration function is
integrated to provide the train’s speed function and it is integrated the second time to provide
the train’s position function.
The discrete simulation process models operations of the safety systems; in other words, train
movements are governed by the track network’s signals. Therefore, parameters including
occupied track sections, signal switching times, and restrictive signal states all influence the train
performance. OpenTrack supports traditional multi-aspect signalling systems as well as new
moving block train control systems (e.g. European Train Control System – ETCS signalling).
OpenTrack is a dynamic rail simulation program. As such, the simulated operation of trains
depends on the state of the system at each step in the process as well as the original userdefined objective data (e.g. desired schedule).
A simple way of describing dynamic rail simulation is that the program decides what routes
trains use while the program is running. For example, when building the network, users identify
various different routes that trains can use between two points; OpenTrack decides, during the
simulation, which route the train will use by assigning the train the highest priority route
GA 730817
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available. If the first priority is not available, OpenTrack will assign the train the second highest
priority route and so on.
OpenTrack’s dynamic nature allows users to assign certain attributes to specified times in the
simulation. Thus, users can assign a delay to a particular train at a given station and time, rather
than being limited to assigning a delay at the start and using it through the entire simulation.
Similarly, users can define other types of incidents (e.g. infrastructure failures, rolling stock
breakdowns) for particular times and places.
Finally, dynamic simulation enables users to run OpenTrack in a step-by-step process and
monitor results at each step. Users can also specify exactly what results are displayed on the
screen. Running OpenTrack in a step-by-step mode with real time data presented on screen
helps users identify problems and develop alternative solutions.

6.3.

Output

One of the major benefits of using an object oriented language is the great variety of data types,
presentation formats, and specifications that are available to the user. During the OpenTrack
simulation each train feeds a virtual tachograph (output database), which stores data such as
acceleration, speed, and distance covered. Storing the data in this way allows users to perform
various different evaluations after the simulation has been completed.
OpenTrack allows users to present output data in many different formats including various forms
of graphs (e.g. time-space diagrams), tables, and images. Similarly, users can choose to model
the entire network or selected parts, depending on their needs. Output can be used either to
document a particular simulation scenario or as an interim product designed to help users
identify input modifications for another model run. Typically, graphical timetable (train graph)
and speed-distance diagram are required, but several other types of output are also available
from OpenTrack.

GA 730817
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7. Kronecker Algebra for railway operation
7.1.
Introduction into Kronecker Algebra based Railway System
Optimization
The algorithm for calculating the optimal driving strategy and optimizing the overall railway
system is based on the PhD-thesis “Energy-efficient Optimization of Railway Operation. An
Algorithm Based on Kronecker Algebra” [3].
In general, a railway system consists of a number of trains using a large infrastructure. In such
complex systems, it is very difficult for the train driver and the dispatcher to find a solution which
enables each train to arrive at its destination on time and minimise energy consumption at the
same time. To ensure the requirements for a safe system, some operations are carried out by
automated systems. However, energy consumption is less considered and therefore, a high
potential for saving traction energy is present. This potential can be divided into two parts: on
the one hand, each single trip can be optimized through the deployment of an optimal driving
strategy, resulting in minimal traction energy demand; on the other hand, the optimisation can
be applied to the complete railway system. In the latter case, the schedules, delays, and
restrictions on the tracks have to be taken into account for the identification of an optimal
solution. The optimization of such a system must also satisfy important criteria like safety,
punctuality and passenger comfort. Based on these restrictions, the optimization algorithm must
determine an overall solution with the lowest energy consumption possible. The results of the
algorithm can be used to support both train drivers and dispatchers.
The first part of the algorithm consists of finding an optimal solution for a single journey, which
consists of four driving stages, namely acceleration-phase, speed-hold-phase, coasting-phase,
and braking-phase. The second part of the algorithm includes the optimization of the complete
system by applying the so-called Kronecker Algebra and the single-trip optimization.
Kronecker Algebra consists of Kronecker Sum and Kronecker Product and it is used to create a
matrix which contains all possible movements of the trains within the system. Each train has a
route for its journey that consists of a sequence of track sections. This information is given as a
matrix and used as input for the algorithm. Each track section is modelled by a semaphore and
given as a matrix, too. Kronecker Sum calculates all possible interleavings of the trains, but only if
they do not use the same track sections. If several trains use a common track section, Kronecker
Product is used to ensure that the access to each section is done sequentially. In particular, a
train can enter a section only if it has been released by another train. The result of the
application of Kronecker Algebra is again a matrix, which can be represented by a graph. The
optimal driving strategy for each train is given as a distance-speed-diagram. This model is used to
determine and avoid conflicts (e.g. deadlocks or headway-conflicts). All conflict-free solutions
are calculated and as a result, the best solution in terms of energy consumption is determined.
For each railway company, it is a formidable challenge to provide a well-performing railway
network covering several aspects like punctuality, passenger comfort, energy demand etc. The
human brain cannot grasp and handle the complex railway systems with its large numbers of
trains, track sections, railway stations and others aspects. Therefore, automation systems that
can carry out some of the tasks and help the user find good management strategies and act in a
safe way are of high necessity. One of the many challenges is the need finding optimal driving
GA 730817
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strategy for each train within the railway system. If the train driver knows the track well, he
might find a good driving strategy in terms of energy demand; however, this still may not be the
lowest consuming one. Algorithms running on fast computers can calculate an optimal driving
strategy quickly and this information can be forwarded to train drivers or to automated driving
systems. For large systems in which several trains use the same track sections, the problem
increases in its complexity because of the need for synchronization between the trains; this will
guarantee that a train may enter a track section only under the condition that it is not occupied
by another train. When calculating a solution with minimal energy consumption, the sequence of
trains entering and leaving track sections depends on the planned travel time and the energy
consumption. Finding the best solution is a complex task and needs a lot of computing power.
Thus, it is impossible for a human brain to single-handedly find the best strategy in real-time
without the support of automation systems.
The algorithm optimizes the movements of trains within a railway system, taking into account
the following restrictions:







Safety: the algorithm must be safe in a way that not more than one train can be within a track
section at the same time. Further track restrictions (e.g. maximum allowed track speed) and train
restrictions (e.g. maximum train speed) must also be taken into account.
Punctuality: the trains must leave and arrive on time.
Driving comfort: the calculated speed profile must be easy to follow by the train driver and
passenger comfort must not be affected in an unpleasant way (e.g. lots of accelerating and
braking phases within one trip). In addition, it must be possible to define a speed-step-size (e.g. 5km/h-steps) due to the restrictions of cruise control.
Energy efficient driving: the overall energy consumption of all trains must be as low as possible in
strict accordance with the previous restrictions.

7.2.

Physical train model

To calculate the optimal driving strategy of each train within the system, a realistic train model
was implemented, based on the formulae used in OpenTrack [5], where parameters like traction
and braking force, train parameters, and several types of resistance (e.g. rolling, gradient, curve)
were taken into account. The formulae used, including the calculation of acceleration curves,
braking curves, the speed changes within a coasting phase and the calculation of the energy
consumption are not described here, details can be found in [3].

7.3.

Calculation of the optimal driving strategy of a train

Before going into details about the algorithm for optimization of the overall railway system,
some information about a single trip optimization must be given. The optimal driving strategy of
a single train depends on various factors of influence, e.g.





the gradient of the track and speed restrictions,
the length and weight of the train,
the scheduled travel time,
traction power and braking capability,

GA 730817
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recuperation behaviour, and
various resistance parameters.

It is known that the optimal driving strategy for a train, which starts at a given position and
drives within a given travel time on a specified track to reach its destination (final position), may
contain the following driving modes in exactly this order:








Acceleration-phase: the train starts its acceleration-phase with maximum traction force at the
start position with a given starting speed (e.g. 0 km/h at a railway station) and accelerates until
the hold speed and the hold position are reached;
Speed-hold-phase: the train starts its speed-hold-phase at the hold position with hold speed and
drives at constant speed until the coasting position is reached. The speed value at this position is
called coasting speed and is equal to the hold speed;
Coasting-phase: the coasting-phase starts at the coasting position and ends at the braking
position. During this phase, the train will use its traction nor braking force to just roll until the
braking position is reached;
Braking-phase: the braking-phase starts at the braking position and ends at the final position. The
speed decreases from the braking speed to the final speed (e.g. to 0 km/h at a commercial stop
which can be a station or other stop position).

Based on the four driving phases mentioned above, the optimal strategy is calculated by
arranging these regimes in such a way that the train will reach its final position within the
planned travel time, with less energy consumption and with guaranteed driving comfort for the
train driver and the passengers. Further details about the algorithm and how to calculate the
optimal driving strategy, as well as a number of examples of the calculation can be found in [3].
Figure 3 shows the result of calculating the optimal driving strategy for a train. The blue line
shows the speed of the train, based on the optimization algorithm while the red line illustrates a
typical driving strategy used in the field when a coasting phase is not part of the strategy. Based
on train and track parameters (e.g. recuperation is possible or not, the gradient of the track),
energy savings of about 10 per cent are possible in the blue line compared to the red one.

GA 730817
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Figure 3: Example of an optimal driving strategy (blue) compared to a typical driving strategy in
the field (red)

7.4.
Kronecker Algebra for analysis and optimization of railway
systems
Kronecker Algebra was first introduced for the modelling of concurrent systems, in particular for
computer systems consisting of several threads accessing shared memory. It was later adapted
for the railway systems. Kronecker Sum and Kronecker Product are simple matrix operations that
can be used to model synchronization of shared resources and generate interleavings. In
computer science, the access to a shared memory by several threads must be synchronized and
for this reason Kronecker Algebra is applied. When applied to railway systems, trains correspond
to the threads and track sections to the shared memory. The access to the resource is modelled
by semaphores from computer science. As a result, a train can enter a track section only if it is
not occupied by another train. The application of Kronecker Algebra enables the detection of
conflicts (e.g. headway-conflicts, deadlocks). The resulting graph shows all possible movements
of the trains and based on this graph, a conflict-free situation can be found (if it is possible,
within the given timetable).

7.4.1.

Representation

As already mentioned, Kronecker Algebra is a mathematical model which can be used to
calculate a matrix describing a complete railway system. Directed graphs are used to represent
movements of the trains and operations on track sections. Each train is assigned at least one
route consisting of at least one track section. A track section can be part of several routes. As a
result, the routes describe movement of the trains and can be represented as graphs as well.
Each graph can be represented by its adjacency matrix, which is used as input for the
calculations. Assume that the edges in the graphs are labelled by elements of a semiring that
GA 730817
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consists of a set of labels containing the following semaphore calls:


pi denotes entering or reserving track section i, in particular Tj:pi means that train j wants to enter
track section i.
 vi denotes leaving or releasing track section i, in particular Tj:vi means that train j will leave track
section i.
A railway system consists of several trains and track sections which are represented by graphs and their
adjacency matrices. In general, binary semaphores are used to represent the operations on track sections,
whereas each track section is modelled by its own semaphore.

7.4.2.

Modelling Synchronization and Interleavings

Kronecker product allows the modelling of synchronization. Given a m-by-n matrix A and a p-byq matrix B, their Kronecker product, denoted by A⨂B, is a mp-by-nq block matrix defined by

Given a matrix A of order m and a matrix B of order n, their Kronecker sum denoted by A⨁B is a
matrix of order mn defined by
where Im and In denote identity matrices of order m and n, respectively.
Assume two trains want to use the same track section. Thus, the occupancy needs to be
synchronized. An additional matrix is used to model the track section
As already mentioned, p denotes entering the track section and v means leaving the section. The
complete system behaviour can be described by a matrix, generated by
In general, a railway system is modelled by a set of track sections
track section is modelled by a matrix
In addition, a railway system consists of a set of trains
is a sequence of track sections
for
by a
-matrix. The set of routes is denoted by
railway system
is modelled by

and

. Each

. The route
of train
. Each route is modelled
. The behaviour of

,
where, during the evaluation of the Kronecker product, we let p i=pi∙pi and vi=vi∙vi. The different
paths in the graph corresponding to matrix S mirror all possible behaviours of the railway system
in terms of temporal interleavings of the actions of trains, namely entering and leaving track
sections.

GA 730817
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7.4.3.

Example

Assume two trains accessing the same track section 1. The routes of the trains will be:



R1: p1, v1
R2: p1, v1

Written as matrix, the routes will be
and

.

Track section 1 is modelled by
.
Based on the previous equations,
and
are calculated. Next, the complete
system is calculated, which results in a matrix of size 18. For better readability in the graphillustration of the results, only nodes reachable from the entry node are shown. The resulting
graph of the example is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Resulting graph of the example
It can be seen that there are two possible paths within the graph:



R1.p1, R1.v1, R2.p1, R2.v1: Train 1 (using route R1) enters track section 1 and releases section 1. Then
train 2 (using route R2) can enter and release section 1.
R2.p1, R2.v1, R1.p1, R1.v1: Train 2 (using route R2) enters track section 1 and releases section 1. Then
train 1 (using route R1) can enter and release section 1.

GA 730817
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After applying Kronecker Algebra, the resulting graph may contain various types of nodes which
are defined as follows.








Deadlock: If the final node cannot be reached from a certain node d, then node d denotes a
deadlock situation or a situation which will definitely result in a deadlock;
Safe state: A state is safe if all trains can perform their actions without having to take into account
the movements of other trains within the system. From safe states only safe states can be
reached;
Critical state: A state is critical if both, a deadlock and a safe state can be reached;
Synchronizing nodes: A synchronizing node is a node such that
▫ there exists an edge ein = (i; s) with label vk and
▫ there exists an edge eout = (s; j) with label pk,
where k denotes the same track section and ein and eout are mapped to different trains. Each
synchronizing node is assigned at least one synchronizing condition. Each synchronizing condition
contains a train leaving a track section, a train entering the track section, and the track section
itself.
A multi-synchronizing node contains more than one synchronizing condition.
Stop node: A stop node is a node where a train has to stop at a railway station for departure or
arrival.

Consider node 5 of the graph of the previous example (Figure 4). It has an incoming edge
labelled by R2.v1 and an outgoing edge R1.p1. Thus, the node is a synchronizing node, the
1 is entering it. The following table gives an overview about the different node types and their
illustration in the resulting graph:
Table 1: Different types of nodes
Node type
Deadlocks
Safe states
Critical states
Synchronizing nodes
Multi-synchronizing nodes
Stop nodes

Illustration
Red
Green
Orange
Filled
Filled, double border
Rectangular

Alternative routes: in general, each train has a well-defined route within the railway system. In
some special situations it might happen that the train must leave the main track, for instance,
during overtaking or due to a blocked track section. Therefore, alternative routes should also be
defined. As a consequence, the resulting graph is much wider than without alternative routes.
On the other hand, it is possible for the trains to use different routes, if the preferred route
cannot be used or is considered to be worse in terms of energy demand.
The number of edges after the application of Kronecker Sum is O(mn) . Thus, the number of
GA 730817
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edges is linear in order of the resulting adjacency matrix. The number of nodes is bounded from
above by n*k, where k is the number of trains within the railway system and the route of each
train consists of n nodes. The resulting matrix, describing the complete railway system, is sparse.
This enables the application of memory saving data structures and efficient algorithms (e.g. by
using adjacency lists, which are linear in the number of nodes). In the worst case, however, the
number of nodes increases exponentially with the number of trains.

7.5.

System optimization

Previously, the optimization of the driving strategy of a single train and the application of
Kronecker Algebra has been considered.
If there are more trains within a railway network, each train could influence other trains. For
example, a train wants to enter a track section which is occupied by another train. In this case,
the train has to wait until the track section is released. Now, the optimization of the complete
railway system, based on Kronecker Algebra and the single trip optimization will be elaborated
on. The algorithm that delivers optimized behaviour in terms of energy consumption of all trains
within a railway system consists of the following parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Kronecker Algebra based system analysis
Graph reduction
Determining all possible routes
Finding the optimal driving strategy

7.5.1.

Kronecker Algebra based system analysis

In a railway system with several trains a deadlock situation might occur. The first part of the
optimization algorithm is to apply Kronecker Algebra to get all movements of the trains within
the railway network. For this reason, each route must be given by using the p and v operations of
the track sections. If the length of a train is less than the length of each track section, the train
does not need to reserve more than two track sections simultaneously. If however, the length of
the train is longer than a section, several track sections must be reserved simultaneously. With
regard to the train route, it is also possible that several track sections need to be reserved at the
same time but are released one after another. Each route can be modelled by using matrices and
illustrated as a graph, where the edges are labelled by the p and v operations. In addition, the
track sections must be modelled by semaphores from computer science. By applying Kronecker
Algebra, a matrix is created containing several states. The resulting matrix consists of all possible
train movements, including deadlocks. It will be reduced to the relevant nodes in the following
section.

7.5.2.

Graph reduction

The resulting graph after the application of Kronecker Algebra can be reduced to the relevant
synchronizing nodes. The algorithm is designed to run on multi-core CPUs. There are several
running tasks with each task having a unique id, which is a positive integer. The maximum
number of tasks can be adjusted in the algorithm settings. The graph reduction consists of the
following four steps that will be described in the next sections:
I.

Determine the graph nodes.
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II.
III.
IV.

Find the synchronizing nodes.
Check the synchronizing nodes.
Find a path between the synchronizing nodes.

Most of the operations are done solely within the task. If access to shared memory is
unavoidable, it is guarded by protected objects, which are part of the Ada programming
language. After the execution of the tasks, relevant data is copied from the local memory of the
tasks to the global program memory.
Step I - Determine the graph nodes: as already mentioned, the resulting graph is represented by
a matrix. The first step of the graph reduction is to find all nodes that are reachable from the
entry node. This is done by a breadth-first search, where each reachable node is added to a tasklocal set of nodes. After all nodes are examined, each task copies its data to a global set of
nodes. As a result, a graph consisting of nodes reachable from the entry node remains. In this
resulting graph, there may be all types of nodes, including deadlocks, which will be eliminated in
the next step. Also, there may have been nodes within the resulting graph that are not reachable
from the entry node. These nodes do not show up following the reduction procedure. As a
consequence, all remaining nodes represent possible states in the railway system and all edges
represent train movements, respectively.
Step II - Find the synchronizing nodes: the goal of the second part of the graph reduction is to
eliminate all deadlock-nodes. There is no any path from the deadlock-nodes to the final node.
Therefore, the graph is traversed from the final node to the entry node. Similar to the first part
of the algorithm, each reachable node is added to a set of nodes and its predecessors are added
to the queues of the running tasks, whereby the task-id is again calculated by the hash-function.
As a consequence, the deadlock-nodes are not reachable from the final node and thus not added
to the set of nodes. In addition, all synchronizing nodes and stop nodes are determined and
saved in separate data structures.
Step III- Check the synchronizing nodes: If there is a chain of synchronizing nodes with exactly
the same synchronization conditions, the last node of the chain is called leader synchronizing
node. Isolated synchronizing nodes (with no direct connection to other synchronizing nodes) are
leader synchronizing nodes, too. Only leader synchronizing nodes are required for
synchronizations between trains and the calculation of their optimal driving strategy. The third
part of the graph reduction algorithm checks if the synchronizing nodes found in part two are socalled leader synchronizing nodes or shortly, leaders.
If there is a chain of synchronizing nodes with exactly the same synchronization conditions, the
last node of the chain is called leader synchronizing node. Isolated synchronizing nodes (with no
direct connection to other synchronizing nodes) are leader synchronizing nodes as well. Assume
a graph consisting of several nodes, but without synchronizing nodes. Several paths between the
entry and the final node may exist. As there are no synchronizing nodes between the entry node
and the final node, the movements of the involved trains are independent (no common track
section used). As a result, all paths between the entry node and the final node are equal in a way
that each train has the same movements (in the same order) on each path, without impacting on
any of the other trains. Now assume that exactly one synchronization node exists within the
graph. In such a situation, all paths between the entry node and the synchronizing node and all
paths between the synchronizing node and the final node are the same. This idea can be
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extended to a graph containing several synchronizing nodes. If there is a chain of synchronizing
nodes, where each of them has the same synchronization condition(s), only the last
synchronizing node is relevant, because each path which ends at the last synchronizing node of
the chain will have the same movements of the trains and the last synchronization will definitely
be done. If a path contains several synchronizing nodes with the same synchronization
conditions and each synchronization is done, the last one will have an effect on the resulting
driving strategy, independent of the other synchronizing nodes in the chain. Thus, all
synchronizing nodes, except the last one of the chain, can be handled as normal nodes. As a
consequence, all isolated synchronizing nodes and the last synchronizing nodes of a chain will be
handled as leaders, the others will be handled as non-synchronizing nodes. The entry node and
the final node are generally handled as synchronizing nodes, in particular as leader synchronizing
nodes. Since stop nodes are a special kind of synchronizing node, this part of the algorithm is
applied in the same way for both synchronizing nodes and stop nodes. For simplification, only
the term synchronizing nodes will be used in the explanation. After executing this part of the
algorithm, the relevant nodes for further calculations are determined, which consist of the start
node, the leader synchronizing nodes, and the final node.
Step IV - Find a path between the synchronizing nodes: in the previous parts of the algorithm,
the graph was reduced and the leader synchronizing nodes were computed. The last step is to
find paths between these nodes with the restriction that each incoming and outgoing edge
within the synchronization must be used. The algorithm works as follows:










The graph is traversed from the final node to the entry node by taking nodes from the task-local
queue. At each node, the node itself, the last visited leader synchronizing node, and the visited
track sections in between the nodes are added to a task-local queue;
Each node is checked to identify whether it is a synchronizing or a normal node.
If the node is a synchronizing node, the additional information is updated (last visited
synchronizing node and visited track sections). Thus, the information of the leader synchronizing
nodes contains the node itself and at least one synchronizing node, which can be reached from
this node, including the track sections between them;
If the node is a normal node, its predecessors must be examined. If a predecessor is not in the set
of nodes from the first part, then it is not reachable from the entry node and thus not relevant for
the deadlock-free situation and the reduced graph. On the other hand, if the node is in the set of
nodes form the first part, the following situations must be considered:
▫ If the predecessor is are a synchronizing node, then this path is not relevant;
▫ If the predecessor is a normal node, then the path is relevant;
▫ If the previously visited synchronizing node is the final node, then the path is relevant;
All the other paths are not relevant for calculating the optimal driving strategy.
If a relevant path is found, the information from the last node (previously visited leader
synchronizing node, the used track sections, and the current edge-label) is extended by the
current track section i, if the edge label indicates entering or reserving a track section, indicated
by pi. If the entry node is reached, then the starting track section of the corresponding train is
added to the node information, because this section is reserved initially and thus has no poperation in the graph. Finally, the node itself and its node information are added to the queue.
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When the resulting graph is created, it contains only the entry node, the leader synchronizing
nodes, and the final node.

7.5.3.

Determine all possible routes

After the graph is reduced, calculation of all possible routes for each train remains. If trains have
more than one possible route on their journey, several combinations of the routes exist:

where R is the number of combinations, n is the number of trains, and r i is the number of routes
for the train i. Some combinations leading to deadlock situations may occur. These combinations
of routes may not be considered for the overall result. In the previous section the graph was
created, deadlocks were eliminated, and the graph was reduced to the relevant nodes. This
means that the resulting graph is the basis for further calculations without deadlocks. To find all
possible combinations of the routes of all trains within the railway system, the reduced graph is
traversed from the entry node to the final node, using a depth-first search algorithm. When the
final node is reached, a route is found and the passed track sections of each train are added to a
set of routes. Each route contains at least the entry node and the final node. Between these two
nodes, there might be stop nodes, if the train has stops at railway stations or synchronizing
nodes, if there is a demand for synchronization on track sections between trains. Results of the
application of Kronecker Algebra might include several paths between two synchronizing nodes
at the same track sections. To ensure that every synchronization is done, all synchronizing and
stop nodes which are found while traversing the graph must be saved in a set for a particular
route. Each combination of routes has its own set with a unique id that is created by the track
sections of the involved routes.

7.5.4.

Finding the optimal driving strategy

In the previous subsection, all possible routes were determined. The last step of the algorithm
consists of finding the optimal solution in terms of energy. It is necessary to calculate the energy
consumption for each route. A route might be partitioned into sub-tracks by stop nodes. Two
types of sub-tracks can be distinguished:




Sub-tracks without synchronization: a sub-track of a particular route of a train does not contain
the demand for synchronization if there are no synchronization node between two stop nodes. As
a result, a train can drive undisturbed along its route and its driving strategy can be calculated
independent of other trains;
Sub-tracks with synchronization: if there is at least one synchronization node within a sub-track,
the calculation of the optimal driving strategy is more complex than the single trip optimization.
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Figure 5: Blocking Time of a Track Section [6, 7]
Some additional system behaviour present in railway systems must be considered in the
calculations. Figure 5 shows the blocking time of a block section which will be used as the base
for determining the blocking time of each track section. It can be seen that the blocking time of a
track section is longer than its occupation time and consists of the following parts [7]:








Time for clearing the signal.
The Sighting distance is illustrated at the left side on top of the figure. It starts at the point of view
(when the driver can see the distant signal) and ends at the position of the distant signal. The
time from seeing the signal until the train passes it is called Signal watching time.
The Approach time shows the complete time the train takes from the distant signal to the
beginning of the section.
The train time on the track section is called Time between block signals.
The time between leaving a track section and completely passing a clearing point (e.g. all axles
passed an axle counter) is called Clearing time.
In the end an additional offset is needed for releasing the track section (Release time).

As a result, a track section will be blocked for some time for clearing the signal before the train
arrives at the point of view and released some additional release time after the complete train
has passed the clearing point (e.g. an axle counter). The following values are calculated to ensure
the correct synchronization of trains on track sections:
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Earliest release time: this value is calculated in accordance with the schedule and indicates the
earliest instant of time when a train releases a track section, assuming that it arrives at its
destination within the planned travel time;
Latest release time: this value is calculated in accordance with the schedule and indicates the
latest instant of time when a train releases a track section, assuming that it arrives at its
destination within the planned travel time;
Earliest reservation time: this value is calculated in accordance with the schedule and indicates
the earliest instant of time when a train reserves a track section, assuming that it arrives at its
destination within the planned travel time;
Latest reservation time: this value is calculated in accordance with the schedule and indicates the
latest instant of time when a train reserves a track section, assuming that it arrives at its
destination within the planned travel time.

Additional to these instants of time, corresponding speed values are calculated (minimum and
maximum speed for entering and leaving a track section, restricted by the train and track
parameters and the schedule). The algorithm is designed to find all solutions with all conflicts
avoided and trains arriving at their destination within the planned travel time. Only solutions
without overlapping of the instants of time for entering and leaving a track section are allowed
to be taken into account for finding the optimal solution in terms of minimal energy
consumption. Before analysing the synchronizing nodes, these time values are computed for
every pair of trains involved in a synchronization condition.
The next step is to analyse the synchronizing nodes of each route. Three types of routes can be
distinguished:








synchronization between trains is not needed: there are several situations where synchronization
between trains is not needed:
▫ A track section is used by a single train;
▫ A track section is used by more than one train, but there is no overlapping of the blocking
time of a leaving and an entering train.
If the synchronization is not needed, the corresponding synchronization condition is removed
from the synchronizing node. If all synchronization conditions are removed from a node, the node
itself is removed from the route. Due to the schedule it might be possible that all synchronizing
nodes are removed from a route and thus, only the entry node and the final node remain and the
optimal driving strategy is calculated with the single trip optimization;
synchronization between trains is not possible: due to the calculated instants of time, based on
the planned schedule, a situation where synchronization is not possible might occur. If
synchronization is not possible, at least one train would not be able to reach its destination within
the planned travel time. Since the algorithm only considers results with punctual arrival at each
destination for the calculation of the driving strategies, the route is not taken into account for the
overall results;
Synchronization between trains is needed: if the calculated instants of time show that
synchronization between trains is possible and needed, then the synchronizing condition will not
be changed in the synchronization node.
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There are several situations that may occur after the instants of time are calculated and their
relationships are analysed:











If all the routes are removed, it is not possible that the trains will reach their destinations on time.
Possible solutions include adaptation of the timetable or reassignment of the routes (e.g. a train
might use an alternative route);
If all routes consist of only the entry and the final nodes, there will be no interaction between the
trains within the railway network and thus the optimal driving strategy for each train can be
calculated independent of each other;
For all routes consisting of at least one synchronizing node, the optimal driving strategy is
calculated as follows:
Each node within the resulting routes must be analysed. For this reason, the nodes are put in an
ascending order by their node IDs. As a result, the positions which are part of the synchronization
conditions are also ordered correctly. The stop nodes divide the complete track into sub-tracks.
Due to the synchronization nodes, the sub-tracks are divided into several parts;
If a train is involved in a synchronization condition, the node, in particular the track section from
the synchronization condition is relevant for the train. Based on the definitions for the
earliest/latest and entering/release times, the relevant time and speed values for the
corresponding track section are calculated and saved in a vector together with the
synchronization position. For a train entering a track section, the start position of the track is used
as the synchronization position and for a leaving train, the end position is considered. For each
route and additionally, within the route for each train, a separate vector is used to save the data.
This procedure is repeated for each node of the route until the final node is reached. If necessary,
the next route is analysed in the same way. If all routes and their nodes are analysed, the optimal
driving strategies can be calculated. The determination of the optimal driving strategy is done for
each route and also for each train in each of the routes. Therefore, the calculation starts with the
first train of the first route. Due to the fact that the complete track is split into several parts and
each part can have several output speed values, in combination with several travel time values, a
recursive algorithm is used to calculate several driving strategies for the overall result. The
algorithm calculates the optimal driving strategy between two positions taken from the vector.
The input speed of the current calculation is based on the previous calculation; in other words,
the input speed is the output speed of the previous calculation. The output speed can vary
between the minimum and maximum output speed value. The travel time is also based on the
previous calculation and can vary between the minimum and maximum travel time values. The
optimal driving strategy for the given input parameters is calculated. If a solution is found, the
calculated output values are taken as input parameters for the next part. This procedure is
repeated until the last element of the vector is reached. After this, the calculation for the next
train within the system starts and when all computations of all trains are finished, the same
procedure is done for the next route. Thus, the algorithm calculates various driving strategies for
each train.
The last step within the optimization algorithm is to find the best solution in terms of energy
consumption. For this reason, all combinations of the results of the involved trains are analysed.
Since there are several instants of time for entering and leaving a track section, an overlap
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between a train entering and another one leaving a track section may occur. Such results are not
valid and are discarded from the set of results. Consequently, the results that meet the following
restrictions are checked:
▫ Each train is within its schedule;
▫ A track section can be used only if it is not occupied by another train;
▫ Minimal in terms of energy consumption.

7.5.5.

Additional reduction of the graph

Due to the fact that the resulting graph might be very large, only successors of a node where the
connecting edge contains the next operation in terms of the time or if alternative route is
available are taken into account. This will result in a much smaller graph and reduce the
calculation time. Therefore, when feeding in the routes into the algorithm, the travel time for
each track section will be taken into account a priori.
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8. Application on Zagreb – Rijeka Line
8.1.

OpenTrack model of Zagreb – Rijeka Line

The rail line between Zagreb and Rijeka in Croatia was chosen for the case in collaboration with
Croatian Railways. The reason for the choice of this section was firstly its importance within the
domestic traffic network; and second and more importantly, it location being part of TEN-T
corridor.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show examples of infrastructure from the case study. Infrastructure data
has been successfully imported in OpenTrack, as it can be seen in these graphical
representations of topology. For this paper, just few examples that best reflect the possibilities
of OpenTrack were selected. This can be seen in Figure 6, where one can see a detailed
presentation of the main railway station in Zagreb, Glavni Kolodvor, whereas the Figure 7 shows
part of the pre-selected network for the case study Zagreb - Rijeka, namely from Hrvatski
Leskovac, via Horvati, Mavracici, Zdencina, Desinec, Jastrebarsko, Domagovic, Lazina to
Draganici.

Figure 6: Infrastructure topology at Zagreb Glavni Kolodvor
Infrastructure topology includes all signals, stations and information about radius, gradient and
speed profile on every kilometre point.
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Figure 7: Infrastructure topology between Hrvatski Leskovac and Draganici
Train graph, seen in the Figure 8, shows the scheduled (black lines) and simulated (red or green
lines) timetable for all passenger trains including the blocking time stairway.

Figure 8: Train graph of Zagreb – Rijeka line for all passenger trains
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From an operational point of view the quality indicator for a timetable are delays of all running
trains at their final station (see Figure 9). Please note that delays are given in seconds per train ID
and station ID.

Figure 9: Delays of all passenger trains at their final station
The disadvantage of micro-planning simulation so far is the allocation procedure for each train at
each station. The simplification of taking any free track is not meeting reality where there are
typically a lot of constraints to be considered, e.g. platforms for passenger trains, track length for
cargo trains and many more.

8.2.

Kronecker Algebra applied on Zagreb – Rijeka Line

Starting with the OpenTrack model of a railway line, two files are generated and exported using
existing filters. Based on the itinerary covering the main track from first to last station of an
OpenTrack model, a text file in IVT format is generated. The structure of an IVT file is always the
same and contains the information listed in Table 2. The four speed limits have their origin in the
Swiss regulation for track speed limits for passenger, cargo (two braking settings) and tilting
trains. This file in IVT format is used to create the so called tracks.csv file for Kronecker Algebra.
The content of tracks.csv is described in Table 3. Here, the macroscopic structure of a railway
line is defined. In addition, there is a micro tracks file for the description of the microscopic
structure, including gradients and speed limits. This input is required for the calculation of
running times later on. The timetable is exported as a text file in OpenTrack format (Table 4).
Based on this information about the timetable of all trains running in a project, for each train a
text file trainID.csv is generated as input for Kronecker (Table 5). Additionally, train movements
are calculated in accordance with their tractive-effort and braking characteristics.
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Table 2: OpenTrack IVT file format
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Content
Position
Vertex Name Up
Vertex Name Down
Vertex km Up
Vertex km Down
Speed Up 1
Speed Up 2
Speed Up 3
Speed Up 4
Speed Down 1
Speed Down 2
Speed Down 3
Speed Down 4
Gradient
Radius
Tunnel Type
Signal Up
Signal Down
Station Name

Table 3: Structure of tracks.csv for Kronecker Algebra
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Content
Edge ID
Initial Condition for Semaphore
Maximum Value of Semaphore
Start
End
Sight Position for Start
Release Position for End
Sight Position for End
Release Position for Start
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Table 4: OpenTrack timetable format
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Content
Course ID
IntervalCourseID
TimeToIntervalReference
StationIndex
StationSign
TrackName
ArrTimeDayOffset
ArrTime
DepTimeDayOffset
DepTime
UseDepTime
Dwell
StopAtStation
MeanDelay
Distribution
DeltaMass

Table 5: Structure of trainID.csv
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
GA 730817

Content
Start Node ID
End Node ID
Direction
Arrival Day
Arrival Month
Arrival Year
Arrival Hour
Arrival Minute
Arrival Second
Departure Day
Departure Month
Departure Year
Departure Hour
Departure Minute
Departure Second
Stopping Point
Timeinteger
Virtual Stop
Kronecker operation (block “p” or release “v”)
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Table 6: Structure of trains.csv
Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

8.2.1.

Content
Train ID
Kronecker Train ID
Mass Engine
Mass Trailer
Train Length
Number of Trailers
Train Type
Maximum Speed of Train
Factor for Recuperation
Minimum Position of Train
Maximum Position of Train

Generating the infrastructure files

The main issue within this task was the fundamental difference in paradigms of storing railway
infrastructure data in the OpenTrack’s IVT file format and the input data required for the used
Kronecker implementation. OpenTrack’s IVT file format considers points along the selected
itinerary, whereas the Kronecker model requires edges for input. As manual conversion was no
eligible method due to the large amount of data, a converter called o2k was programmed for
automatically producing the required input files for the Kronecker implementation from
OpenTrack’s export files.
The following files were produced by OpenTrack:



Infrastructure in OpenTrack’s IVT format
Timetable in OpenTrack’s TT format

The following files were required for the operation of the Kronecker algorithm:





tracks.csv containing the macroscopic infrastructure
tracks-micro.csv containing the microscopic infrastructure
trains.csv containing a list of all trains that should be simulated and additional data for these
trains
[trainID].csv containing the course for the train given by [trainID]

The required files tracks.csv and tracks-micro.csv contain much fewer data than the original IVT
file; however, this data being required for creating the train courses as well, both the IVT and the
timetable are used as input files by the o2k converter for creating tracks.csv, tracks-micro.csv
and all train courses during one execution.
As a first approach, the edges for the Kronecker algorithm were created between signals, speed
changes and gradient changes. With this ruleset, the resulting number of edges was 1067 for the
Zagreb Rijeka line, which was a fairly high amount for the Kronecker algorithm.
In order to reduce execution time of the Kronecker algorithm, the infrastructure was partitioned
in a macroscopic view (tracks.csv) and a microscopic view (tracks-micro.csv). For the macroscopic
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view, edges where only created from signal to signal. With this measure, the number of edges
for the Zagreb Rijeka line was cut down to 250. Figure 10 depicts the result of this reduction,
reimported into OpenTrack via IVT input.

Figure 10: Visualization of the compression of the topology from Zagreb to Rijeka
Another major aim in building the infrastructure for Kronecker was the simplest possible
representation of the stations. The o2k converter takes care of this by producing only one edge
per station, which receives the number of available tracks at this station as the maximum value
for its semaphore.

8.2.2.
Generating the individual train courses from
OpenTrack’s timetable data
After creating the infrastructure, the second step includes the production of all train course data
files required for Kronecker operation by the o2k converter. OpenTrack’s timetable data gives
information about the passing location of the individual train. If corresponding data is available,
time passes from the timetable are used as so-called measure points for Kronecker optimization.
Train course files for Kronecker must reserve and free edges in a proper sequence. Especially at
stations where a train should stop, the pattern for reserving and freeing edges seems to be
somewhat complicated. The following screenshot of a train course file generated by the o2k
converter is presented in order to clarify what the proper solution to this problem shall look like:
# iteration 163
# station: DUGA-RESA ; stopAtStation: true virtual_stop: false
# at_semaphore: flush needed:
169 170 2 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 0 123 0 v167
170 171 2 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 0 123 0 v166
171 172 2 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00 00 0000 00 00 00 0 123 0 v165
# at_semaphore: flush done.
# main output for iteration 163:
172 173 20 29 11 2017 01 23

00

29

# iteration 163: doing v final for 164
173 174 2 00 00 0000 00 00 00 00

11

00

2017

0000

01

00

27

00

00

00

165308

123 0 p163

0 123 0 v164

Figure 11: Sample snipped of a train course file with a real stop at station Duga-Resa
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The lines starting with a hash mark (#) are comments and will be ignored by the input parser of
the Kronecker implementation. These comments have proved to be useful for finding errors
contained in the original data from OpenTrack, which has been entered by manually and thus
may be erroneous.
For this explanation, lines will always be called by the number at their beginning. Line 172 shows
a real stop taking place. Real stops contain the code 10 or 20 at the third field, depending on this
course’s direction: 10 is for the up direction, 20 is for the down direction. The direction is set by
the itinerary of the original IVT file from OpenTrack.
The last column of each line contains a P or V operation for a given edge of the Kronecker
infrastructure, which can be found in the tracks.csv file. Following common naming conventions,
P is used for reserving an edge and V is used for freeing an edge.
At line 172 in this example, a stop takes place when reserving edge 163. Consulting the
generated infrastructure file tracks.csv for the Zagreb Rijeka line, it can be seen that edge 163 is
the station area of Duga-Resa with a maximum semaphore value of 3, meaning that there are
three tracks in Duga-Resa which can be used for halting trains or overtaking stopped trains.
Line 173 shows the next operation which takes place after the train has stopped at Duga-Resa.
This operation is of high importance for Kronecker algorithm. The train arrives via the edges 167,
166, 165, 164 until it halts at edge 163. The edges 167, 166 and 165 are freed in the lines 169 to
171 as can be seen in the sample snipped above. This always happens as a preparation prior to a
stop and is called a “flush” in terms of the o2k converter. The edge 164 must not be freed before
the train stops at edge 163, but must be freed immediately after. The o2k converter takes care of
this.
When a train arrives at its final station, the codes 100 or 200 are used for the third column. As
mentioned above, prior to a real stop, a flush is conducted for all but the last edges. Similarly,
the last edge before the stop is freed immediately after the stop. The station edge, where the
real stop itself is performed, will be freed five minutes after the stop has occurred.
With the substantial data being created by the o2k converter, namely track.csv, tracks-micro.csv
and the train course for each individual train, the Kronecker implementation can now be started
and used in WP4 for the case study 1 at TEN-T network which will be the Zagreb-Rijeka Line.
Results will be included in D4.4 Report on results on Case Study 1 – Croatia.
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9.

Conclusions

In an early stage of planning the annual timetable on a European Corridor Kronecker Algebra
allows a realistic estimation of capacity. Of course, some basic input parameters are required to
run the algorithm, but it is not necessary to take the effort when running a microscopic
simulation. Topology is simplified by using the counting semaphore in stations neglecting speed
restrictions which might be applied by the interlocking. Thereby the counting semaphore
indicates the maximum number of trains in a station. So far, shunting is excluded from this
planning process but can easily be added later in the planning phase. The macroscopic structure
of Kronecker edges is defined by main signals (home, exit, block). Therefore, capacity issues are
also included in the planning. For the realistic calculation of running times, speed limits and
gradients are considered in the microscopic structure. For the timetable, at least a rough
estimation has to be available. The algorithm provides as an output a deadlock free timetable,
while all trains performing at their technical running time. Furthermore, it is possible to evaluate
delays of all trains at their final station. Additionally, the saving of traction energy in the annual
timetable could be also addressed in this early stage of path allocation.
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